Introduction
Since the Veteran's Administration File Manager (FM) does not presently have a very wide selection of statistical tools, the Naval Health Research
Center initiated a program to enhance FM's statistical capabilities. To date, routines for basic descriptive statistics I , a random number generator, multiple regression, and the routines presented herein have been completed. The philosophy has been to develop accurate, concise structures that industrial hygienists in shipyards, medical workers, and administrators can easily and comfortably use in dealing with small samples. ,. Much emphasis has been placed on using FM ,elationally. The dovetailing of relational data structure, the algorithms, and the coding is a remarkable outcome of the essential linearity of a relational logical view of the data.
The routines presented in this paper are algebraic structures written using linear algebra notation. The correlation between the mathematical models used and the computer models developed is emphasized -not to pontificate, but to stress the inherent integrity of the methods and to underscore the accuracy and conciseness attainable in routines written in MUMPS. MUMPS is a flexible media that not only allows great latitude of expression, but is logically appealing, allowing code structures that are ao'sthetically attractive.
The goal is to place in the hands of te-Earchers the abilitv to sample their data, order it, and der ive basic intc-C'. n s Withou, thC " ' cl:bo '" alienation induced by the magnificent, but o'ct'helming, services of some of the popular commercial packages. FM and the programs in this paper ale in the ,% public domain.
The source code is presented fi all to critique -which is the pleasure and challenge of an open forum. In the discussion of the routines, N is any real number.
The discrepancy between the symbols used in the discussion and the symbol-in the routines stems from using conventional mathematical notation to 'rite the algorithms ("x" is always the working variable, etc.) and use of $.Thols in the meta mathematical language that convey meaningful images.
We shall develop an algorithm to produce ratural logarithms (In), then a program to yield a number if given its logarithm, and finally relate these inverse processes to the normal probability density function. While the models are rigorous in a mathematical sense, the exposition is not.
It is of great convenience to represent numbers, N, by raising e (the Naperian or natural logarithm base: e = lim(ll "n) as n goes to infinity) to a power b:
N eb
By definition, the in of N is b
In 
The problem with this method is it-slow con' 'nce which leads; to the need of many terms, thereby increasing the pos-bility of erroi Hastingsapproximated this power series with the polynor. , 2
. The discerning reader will note that x greater than 1.0 are not fit for the formula.
What do we do when we want the In of a number greater than 2?
We must convert numbers greater than 2 to the form (l+.bbb...) and subsequently retransform the value obtained from equation (1) (this is the only noteworthy acti'ity in the routine LOG).
Turning to LOG (figure 1), let us step thiough the process as we look at At this point, we have the code to reduce all numbers to the form a.aaa...Ec, and we know the characteristic c. Our example 22.345 has become 2.2345E1 with c=l. What we need for the approximation in equation (1) is .aaa... as we are going to compute ln(l,.aaa...). Therefore, we set C1=$EXTRACT(2.2345) which gives us the 2 in front ot the decimal and divide 2.2345 by C1(=2) to obtain 1.11725 from which we subtract I yielding .11725.
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We are now ready to evaluate ln(l+.11725) with x-.11725.
Line LnX+1 multiplies the terms, sums them, and places the result in L. The last chore is to untrack L=ln(1.11725) as we arc seeking ln(22.345).
What we did, actually, was first divide 22.345 by 10 c (where. c was 1), then we divided by % C1 (where C1 was 2); so I, really is the v;Ilue of In ( Shifting the terms about, our answer has the toin' , compute the reciprocal of equation 2 eventually; and 2) the polynomial is accurate with augments less than or equal to in 2 (.6931471). p
The first part of EXPX (see figure 2 ) is self explanatory. We accept only N less than 20 in SEL, as larger N cause errorc greater than * 2E-10. Since negative N are fair game, we set switch SW2=I, make N positive, and take the reciprocal later for them.
At DECIMAL^EXPX we start to explore our N. If N is negative and M=O (i.e.
$F found no decimal point), we simply print the appropriate reciprocal of E(N) 
rIY
• 'gIP2 The expression (8) differs from the appio:.:iination (7) for the erf (5) by a factor of 2
so we must divide equation (7) by 2 for the result in line SEL+6 in NORMDIST:
S ANS = $J((-(/S4))/2,6,4) .
Turning to NORMDIST (see figure 3 ), we place in the A(i) the coefficients of the rational approximation (7). Entering an N' at SEL, we make our variable transformation by setting X -N/(212 ). After _oMputing the power teims T(J), multiplying the A(i)*T(J), adding I and summing, the sum is raised to the tourth power. Following the foLm of equation (-) we take the reciprocal of the sum, subtract the result from 1 and di-ide by 2 to reconcile the multiplicative terms of the integral.
Discussion
There ac three pedestrian matt crs to di, .
of.
First. the a'curacy of erf is not consistent with U,!A and FXPX.
The r1 -1t is urged t( Second, the use of the error function to evaluate the standardized normal variable function does not preclude us from u'ing it, also, as part of our armament. The erf(ha) is the probability that the error of a single measurement lies between + a, where h is the precision index. Those using a digitaapproach to neural nets will appreciate the utility of both the error function and the normal probability density function in adjusting weights in logical threshold units.
Third, standardizing a random variable ii. in itself, a powerful ploy.
Setting z=(x-u)/a conveys a wealth of information about the location and status of a score in the distribution, if one keeps in mind that the distribution mean is zero and the standard deviation is one. Negative z are less than the population mean -positive z greater. Given a z ot 1.64 you know instantly this is a score almost two standard deiations above the mean of the , population -a reasonably rare event. 754/854 standards for numerical computation which define procedures for dealing with a discontinuous number space. If MUMPS is to gain the preeminence it deserves, it must handle numbers with precision and efficiency.
Some companies utilizing co-processors are certainly headed in the right direction, producing native mode machine code and using runtime systems that 5 handle indirection and the Xecute command -The occurrence of e, the natural logarithm base, in widely used probability density functions, necessitates having elementary computer algorithms to evaluate numbers N represented N=ei. Programs are presented that find x given N, find N given x, and use these operations in developing a rational approximation for the normal (Gaussian) probability density function integral.
Accuracy of the order of three parts in ten million are assured in the logarithm routine. The exponential process is accurate to two parts in ten billion and the density function is in error by only one and one half units in the seventh decimal digit.
The MUMPS (-Massachusetts General Hospital1,Utility Multi-Programming System) string functions $EXTRACT, $FIND and $LENGTH are shown to be eficient aids in examining numbers. MUMPS, numerical analysis, and compiler standards for number manipulation are briefly discussed.
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